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ready 'been in part explained, (hat. measure, if satisfactory arrangements with, tlie Stale, 'banks could bo, made, was in substance decided upon by President .Jackson some three months before Mr. Tamvy came into the Treasury Department. The .President, regarded the. question of the continuance, of the 'bank as determined by his own re-election and was, from the moment of that- event,, resolved that nothing should be wanting on his part, to carry into elicet; the. declared will of the. people, lie had seen enough, in the, summer and autumn of IM-, of the reckless use the bank was capable of making; of the. funds under its control to promote, its own ends to stand, in need of no further proof on that, point-. The. conduct of tlm bank after the. result, of the election was known satisfied him beyond, a, doubt that it- had determined to continue the war, a conclusion fully confirmed by the. proceedings of the. meeting of stockholders in August, carrying out the. wishes of Mr. Biddle by in-struct.hijn; the. directors to renew the application for a new charter at the. next session, and he- was equally determined that the public, monies should not, so far as he could rightfully prevent it., a^ain constitute part of its resources for the eonllirt. It was, besides, indispensable, thai new places of deposit should be provided, and he was the last, man likely to postpone so essential a point in his arrangements until <lui eve of the battle which it. became certain he would have to fi^ht ' o'er a^aii*.1 lie, therefore, from the month of .Juno till its consummation, kept (hat. important, measure the re. moval of the. deposits constantly in view, resolved to do nothing rashly, nothing that, would work unnecessary harm to the bank or furnish it with grounds for sinister appeals to public sympathy, but as firmly decided to omit or neglect nothing that, mi^ht be demanded by the exigencies of the occasion. lie did indeed use. (he subsequent, abuses of its power- by the bank, in the. paper he riitbiuitted (o his Cabinet and in his messages to Congress, to strengthen the position he had taken, but he nowhere set them up as" furnishiiui; the original grounds for taking it. Such was the ease also with this bunk in regard to the measures it adopted to impair the credit •; of the Country, to obstruct- its business and to fill it with distraction and panic. These were; the. bitter fruits of counsels and deri-iion:; loujLT anterior to the surest ion of the removal of (lie public deposits, or perhaps to the thought of removing them, and would have been put in operation at the same time and with the same views if the deposits had not been removed.
Hut. alt ho' that <jfrea( measure, which, as far as T know or ever had reason to believe, had its origin in the General's own breast and in the execution of which at all events hi* took the lead of all
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